L ink resolvers, first introduced in 2000, were designed to connect library users searching in one library database with the library's complete full text resources. Link resolvers have evolved over the years and developed new features. Today, link resolvers and their associated knowledge bases are being leveraged as core elements of various new library discovery and management systems.
1
Theological libraries often play bit parts in library technology decisions. Divinity school libraries usually get the technology selected by university libraries; free-standing seminary libraries often get technology through consortia or simply do not have the resources for advanced library technology. This review is for the theological librarian using a link resolver and other library systems he or she did not directly select and perhaps does not maintain.
Link ResoLveR Basics
Link resolvers were designed to pass users from a database without full text to another database with full text. Link resolvers have also been used to present a complete listing of the library's electronic journals. Link resolvers rely on the transmission of an OpenURL, a standardized web link used to format citations. The OpenURL standard is generally accepted by the vendors of link resolvers and of various databases.
In order to know where the library has full text, the link resolver relies on an underlying knowledge base, a catalog of library electronic resources. Electronic resources often come in subscription packages that include a constantly fluctuating set of journal titles and coverage ranges. The link resolver knowledge base needs to know exactly what full text exists in which packages and code the parameters for accessing the database with OpenURL.
Most link resolvers have a centralized knowledge base which the link resolver vendor maintains on behalf of its customers. To ensure linking success, the link resolver vendor needs to ingest and normalize holdings data from a wide variety of database vendors. The link resolver vendor also needs to be attentive to changes in database platforms and must perform routine quality control checks.
Due to the volatile nature of subscription e-resource packages and discrepancies in application of OpenURL standards, all link resolvers tend to display links with a certain percentage of errors. Sometimes these are false positives, where the link resolver suggests there is full text where it is not present. Other times these are false negatives, where the link resolver does not find full text even though it exists within the library's holdings or freely accessible content. When link resolvers were being used only to link between databases to find full text, librarians and link resolver vendors are most concerned about false negative results.
neweR appLications FoR Link ResoLveRs
Google Scholar. Link resolver vendors cooperated with Google Scholar to create library links within the Google Scholar system. This involves the link resolver regularly sending a specially formatted report to Google Scholar indicating the library's knowledge base activations. Google does not charge libraries for this service. Once a library has communicated its holdings and configured its links in Google Scholar, links to library resources appear when users search Google Scholar from within the campus IP range. Users can also choose to display their library's links at home with a simple configuration setting in Google Scholar.
Discovery systems. "Next generation" discovery systems, such as Ex Libris Primo, Serials Solutions Summon, WorldCat Local, and EBSCO Discovery, rely on large centrally maintained indexes of citations to provide a supposedly integrated search across all the library's print and electronic resources. The discovery system needs to know which of these citations are included in the library's full text electronic resources to narrow the results set to accessible library resources. Discovery systems often use data from the link resolver (e.g., the Google Scholar report) to determine which resources the library is able to access. In addition, the discovery system utilizes the link resolver to build a working link to the full text electronic resource.
If the link resolver knowledge base is inaccurate or incorrectly activated, the discovery system may display a large number of false positive results, serving dead e-resource links to library users. To mitigate this, libraries need to manage their link resolver knowledge base activations more carefully and work with their link resolver vendor to improve the centralized knowledge base. Using link resolvers in the discovery environment increases the concern of librarians and vendors for false positive errors in the link resolver.
Vendors with both a link resolver and a discovery system have the opportunity to tighten the integration between their products to improve linking success rates in the discovery environment. While this improves the experience of customers who have products from the same vendor, this trend makes it increasingly difficult for libraries to integrate discovery systems and link resolvers from different vendors. Similarly, vendors who control a significant amount of content are positioned to tighten the integration of their products with their content.
Library management systems. Several vendors are introducing a new generation of library management systems or "platforms" with a system architecture that is "cloud-based." Examples of this include OCLC WorldShare, Ex Libris Alma, and Serials Solutions Intota. Migrating to this new technology infrastructure is analogous to moving from several houses into a condominium unit. These new management systems offer operational efficiencies by scaling to accommodate lots of libraries on the same computing infrastructure. The new management systems are designed to bring the management of all library resources onto one technological platform. This means that the centrally managed electronic resource knowledge base becomes an essential part of the new management system, driving management of electronic resources, linking, and discovery. In other words, libraries will be purchasing link resolvers and knowledge bases packaged with the traditional functions of their integrated library system. The tighter integration of various vendor technology options means that libraries may increasingly be inclined to purchase all their products from a single vendor.
